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FFECTS OF PERCEPTUAL LEARNING IN VISUAL BACKWARD
ASKING ON THE RESPONSES OF MACAQUE INFERIOR

EMPORAL NEURONS
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bstract—Learning is critical for fast and efficient object
ecognition in primates. To understand the neuronal corre-
ates of behavioral improvements due to training, we re-
orded the responses of single neurons in the inferior tem-
oral (IT) cortex of monkeys that were trained to recognize
riefly presented, backward-masked objects. First we inves-
igated training effects that are specific to the objects shown
uring training and that do not transfer to untrained objects.
nly one of two monkeys tested showed object-specific

raining effects at the behavioral level, and only this monkey
howed a transient object-specific increase in object selec-
ivity for trained compared with untrained backward-masked
bjects. However, in each monkey a substantial part of the
raining effect transferred to untrained objects. To investigate
he neural correlates of these object-independent training
ffects, we compared the neural responses to masked ob-
ects in trained monkeys to the responses in untrained mon-
eys. Training was associated with a reduction of the re-
ponses to the irrelevant masking patterns. These findings
uggest that extensive training in recognizing backward-
asked objects results in neural changes that reduce IT

esponses to the interfering irrelevant masking patterns and
nhance the processing of the relevant objects. © 2006 IBRO.
ublished by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

ey words: object recognition, extrastriate cortex, vision,
attern masking, shape perception, monkey.

tudies have shown that extensive exposure to or training
ith complex objects can result in strong behavioral im-
rovements in discrimination and detection tasks (Gold-
tone, 1998; Gold et al., 1999; Gilbert et al., 2001). These

earning effects reflect changes in perceptual processes,
s shown in “perceptual learning paradigms” that involve a
ystematic degradation of a sensory signal while the over-
ll task and stimulus-response associations have been

earned previously (Hall, 1991). These paradigms include
he addition of simultaneous luminance noise to stimuli

Correspondence to: H. P. Op de Beeck, Department of Psychology,
. U. Leuven, Tiensestraat 102, 3000 Leuven, Belgium. Tel: �32-16-
25930; fax: �32-16-326099.
-mail address: hans.opdebeeck@psy.kuleuven.be (H. P. Op de
eeck).
bbreviations: ANOVA, analysis of variance; DOS, depth of selectivity;
t
T, inferior temporal; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; SOA, stimu-
us-mask onset asynchrony; S.E.M., standard error of the mean.
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775
e.g. Gold et al., 1999; Rainer and Miller, 2000) and pre-
enting stimuli for a brief time period followed by mask
atterns (backward masking, e.g. Furmanski and Engel,
000; Grill-Spector et al., 2000), among others. Consistent
ndings in these paradigms are that signal degradation

mpairs performance, and that this effect of stimulus deg-
adation on performance can be overcome partly with ex-
ensive training.

Monkey inferior temporal (IT) cortex is important for
bject recognition and categorization (Logothetis and
heinberg, 1996; Tanaka, 1996; Vogels, 1999; Op de
eeck et al., 2001) and previous studies have suggested
hanges in IT responses as a consequence of exposure to
omplex objects (e.g. Li et al., 1993; Sakai and Miyashita,
994; Ringo, 1996; Kobatake et al., 1998; Sigala and
ogothetis, 2002; Baker et al., 2002; Freedman et al.,
006). However, none of these studies involved a percep-
ual learning paradigm as defined above. In the present
tudy, we studied how training in recognizing backward-
asked objects affects the responses of IT neurons. Al-

hough the primate visual system enables fast object rec-
gnition and categorization (Thorpe et al., 1996), present-

ng a mask after an object image can interfere strongly with
bject recognition when the stimulus-mask onset asyn-
hrony (SOA) is less than 60 ms (Furmanski and Engel,
000; Grill-Spector et al., 2000; Bacon-Macé et al., 2005).
ingle-unit studies have revealed a similar interference of
ackward masking with the amount of object selectivity
nd with the time window in which this object selectivity is
ound in the responses of IT neurons (Rolls and Tovee,
994; Kovacs et al., 1995; Rolls et al., 1999). Neverthe-

ess, multi-session training to recognize masked objects
reatly improves the ability of human subjects to recognize
asked objects, and it has been suggested that such

raining affects object processing in high-level visual cortex
Furmanski and Engel, 2000; Grill-Spector et al., 2000).
ur study is the first to report the neural correlates of

raining in backward masking at the level of single neurons.
These human studies focused on object-specific train-

ng effects, that is, training effects that do not generalize to
bjects that have not been shown during training. We

nitially designed our study to investigate these object-
pecific training effects. As found for humans, we found
hat training monkeys in the recognition of masked objects
mproved object recognition at short SOA. However, only a
mall part of this effect was specific to trained objects
significant in only one of two monkeys), and a substantial
art of this behavioral improvement generalized to objects

hat were not shown during the training period (object-
ved.
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ndependent learning). In the only monkey that showed an
bject-specific training effect, it seemed to be related to a
ransient and object-specific increase in neuronal selectiv-
ty. Object-independent training effects were much more
onsistent across monkeys, and they were associated with
strong reduction of the responses to the masking pat-

erns. Thus, training reduced the responses to interfering,
rrelevant stimuli and in one monkey it enhanced the pro-
essing of discrimination-relevant stimuli.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

ubjects

our juvenile male monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were used. All
rocedures were approved by the K. U. Leuven Ethical Committee
or animal experiments and followed U.S. National Institutes of
ealth guidelines. All efforts were made to minimize the number of
nimals used and their suffering. Separate surgeries were per-
ormed in order to implant a plastic head restraint, a scleral search
oil, and a plastic recording chamber (Crist Instruments, Hagers-
own, MD, USA). Monkeys were anesthetized with ketamine hy-
rochloride (10 mg/kg, i.m.), given atropine sulfate (0.04 mg/kg,

.m.). An i.v. line was established via the saphenous vein. The
onkey was intubated and anesthesia was maintained with isoflu-
ig. 1. Stimuli and training task. (A) Examples of the object images and masks.
wo object images.
ane (1.2 MAC; 50% N2O/50% O2). Heart rate and blood oxygen-
tion were monitored throughout the procedure. The monkey was
ositioned on a warmed blanket, and the head was mounted in a
tereotaxic frame (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA, USA).
he stereotactic implantation of the recording chamber was based
n pre-operative anatomical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
canning. Surgeries were performed under aseptic condition. An-
ibiotics and analgetics were delivered i.m. after the surgery for
everal days.

xperimental apparatus

uring each session, the monkeys were seated in a primate chair
ith their head fixed facing a 21-inch monitor. Stimulus presenta-

ion and the behavioral task were under control of a PC running
ouse-made software under MSDOS. Eye position was measured
hrough the scleral search coil technique (Robinson, 1963). IT
ortex (area TE) was accessed through the recording chamber
llowing a dorsal approach. At the start of each recording session,
ne tungsten microelectrode (FHC, Bowdoinham, ME, USA) was

owered with a hydraulic Narishige microdrive containing a 19 mm
rid with a spacing of 1 mm between holes (Crist Instruments) to
ontrol electrode position. Signals were amplified and filtered and
ction potentials from a single neuron were isolated on-line using
Plexon system (Plexon Inc., Dallas, TX, USA). The timing of the
ction potentials and the stimulus and behavioral events were
(B) The masked same/different task in which monkeys had to compare
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tored by a PC with 1 ms resolution for later offline analysis. This
C also showed raster displays and spike histograms.

timuli

e used two large stimulus sets (see Fig. 1A for examples). Set
consisted of 120 grayscale images of objects (modified from
ossion and Pourtois, 2004), and set 2 of 50 black/white patterns

similar to those used by Op de Beeck and Vogels, 2000). Stim-
lus set 1 was used for all experiments, except for period TR3
see Table 1) and the following recording phase in monkey 1A
hen stimuli from set 2 were used. Training effects were similar

or the two stimulus sets. All objects in a set had the same average
uminance, and the sets were randomly divided into groups of 10
xemplars. The masks consisted of many circular patches (with
arying position and radius) from all stimuli in a set. We regularly
hanged these masks during training and recording to prevent that
raining effects would be specific to the individual mask images.
he recording sessions involved 20 and 14 different mask images

n monkeys 1A and 1B respectively (a mask image was used for
.7 days on average), and 18 and 10 different mask images in
onkeys 2A and 2B respectively (a mask image was used for 1.9
ays on average). The maximum stimulus size was 5.4°, the
asks measured 7° by 7°. The stimuli of set 1 were presented on
white background (luminance approximately 32 cd/m2), set 2
as presented on a gray background (luminance approximately
6 cd/m2). The frame rate of the monitor was 80 Hz, so the
uration of objects and masks could be manipulated with intervals
f 12.5 ms.

ehavioral tasks

he tasks were learned using standard operant conditioning tech-
iques (positive reinforcement with water while monkeys were
nder restricted access to water; monkeys received dry food ad

ibitum). The experiment involved several behavioral tasks whose
hronological order is shown for each monkey in Table 1. Each
ask involved fixation control throughout each trial, and data from
borted trials were not included.

Same/different task. All monkeys were trained in a suc-
essive same/different task with fixation control before the start
f the actual backward masking experiments (period “LS” in
able 1). In this task, two images were presented successively
uring fixation (fixation window diameter approximately 2.5°)
nd subjects were trained to make a leftward or rightward
accade to one of two target spots presented after the offset of
he second image. The correct saccade direction, rewarded
ith a small drop of apple juice, depended on whether the two
timuli matched or not.

Masked same/different task. In this task (Fig. 1B), the first
timulus period in a trial had a duration of 300 ms and was

able 1. Chronological progression of experiments for each monkey

onkey Task

Same/different Fixation Mask

A LS LS T
B LS LS T
A LS REC REC
B LS REC

Each row shows the phases of each task in chronological order for ea
eriod; BT2, period of behavioral testing after first training period; LS, p
R, period of training with objects at short SOA.
omposed of an object image immediately followed by a mask u
object image duration indicated by the SOA). A second object
mage was presented for a duration of 300 ms without mask. The
nter-stimulus interval (between mask offset and onset of the
econd object image) was 500 ms. The position of each object
mage varied with a maximum deviation of 2° from the fixation spot
only during training, position was fixed during recordings), and
he position of the mask varied with a maximum deviation of 1.2°
rom the position of the first object (during training and recordings).
hus, monkeys could not perform the task by focusing on the
resence of particular object features in particular locations of the
isual field or on particular juxtapositions of objects and mask.
onkeys learned the specific requirements of the masked same/
ifferent task during several weeks with a variety of stimuli and
asks (all different from those used in the actual experiment) at

elatively long SOAs (at least 200 ms). This is period “LS” for
onkeys 1A and 1B in Table 1. Before the start of the actual
xperiments, these monkeys were made familiar with intervening
ask patterns at short SOAs using a set of simple shape silhou-
ttes (16 and 20 daily sessions in monkeys 1A and 1B, respec-
ively), this is period “TR” in Table 1. Thus, at the start of the actual
xperiments, the monkeys had learned the requirements of the
asked same/different task: ignoring the mask pattern and at-

ending to the preceding image.

Contrast same/different task. Part of the data from monkey
A were obtained in the contrast same/different task (Fig. 10A) in
hich the masked objects were irrelevant. Training and recordings

n this task took place after the data collection with the masked
ame/different task (see Table 1). Before as well as after the
asked object, an enlarged fixation spot with a variable luminance
as shown for 100 ms. The monkey had to compare the lumi-
ance of the two enlarged spots. The monkey was trained for
everal months in this task (period “LS” in Table 1) with a variety
f timing, size, and contrast parameters, and with a variety of

ntervening stimuli (that were never used during recordings). We
sed this task instead of a passive fixation task in which the
onkey might be doing the masked same/different task covertly.
o avoid that the contrast same/different task would be too easy

o serve as a good attentional control, we reduced the size and
ontrast change of the relevant enlarged fixation spot at the end of
eriod “LS” to make the task relatively difficult for the monkey
uring training and recording periods (average performance dur-

ng recordings was 81% correct).

Passive fixation task. Most data of monkeys 2A and 2B
ere collected during passive fixation. Only one stimulus period of
00 ms (object plus mask) was included in each trial, and contin-
ous fixation during the trial was rewarded immediately after the
timulus period. Although these two monkeys had been trained on
(unmasked) same/different task before, they had never received
ny training with objects at short SOAs before the recordings

/different Contrast same/different

1 BT2 REC TR2 REC TR3 REC LS TR4 REC TR5 REC
1 BT2 REC

ey. Abbreviations: BT1, period of behavioral testing before first training
obtaining a learning set for task requirements; REC, recording period;
ed same

R BT1 TR
R BT1 TR

ch monk
eriod of
nder passive fixation.
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ehavioral training

n monkeys 1A and 1B (referred to as the “trained monkeys”), a
eriod of extensive behavioral training with a group of 10 objects
period TR1 in Table 1) preceded the first recording session. We
ested the effect of shortening the SOA on the performance of
onkeys 1A and 1B before and toward the end of this training
eriod (periods BT1 and BT2 in Table 1). During these behavioral

ests, we tested the performance of each monkey for different
OAs (range: 25–275 ms) with two groups of objects from set 1

the actual groups differed between monkeys). At all times (during
his test and also during later training phases and recordings), the
wo objects in a trial belonged to the same object group and trials
f different object groups were interleaved randomly. Before train-

ng, the two object groups were associated with very similar per-
ormance (see Fig. 2A). To have a conservative test of training
ffects, we opted for the one associated with slightly worse per-
ormance in BT1 as the trained group that was subsequently used
uring tens of training sessions (period TR1 in Table 1). During

ig. 2. Behavioral performance of monkeys before and after the trai
efore training (filled symbols) and after training (open symbols) for tw
f training session and SOA. (C) Eighty-five percent thresholds pre- and
pre-T and post-T) and one not (pre-U and post-U). Error bars indicat
raining, the presented SOAs were adapted in each session so t
hat at least one SOA was long enough to produce a performance
round or above 85% correct (the one or two other SOAs were
horter). The effect of training and its stimulus specificity was
etermined by testing performance for the same two stimulus
roups after this extensive training phase (period BT2 in Table 1),
sing the same SOAs as in the pre-training test (with additional
esting at SOA 13 ms for monkey 1A). The group of stimuli
resented during period TR1 is referred to as the “trained group,”
he other stimuli as the “untrained group.” The data included an
verage of 120 trials per data point in Fig. 2A, that is more than
000 trials in total. We determined thresholds corresponding to a
erformance level of 85% correct and their 95% confidence inter-
als (taking into account the number of trials) by fitting a cumula-
ive Gaussian function to the percent correct responses at the
ifferent SOAs using the methodology of Wichmann and Hill
2001).

The experiment in monkey 1A involved several training peri-
ds interleaved with recording periods. The recordings were in-

e recognition of backward-masked objects. (A) Psychometric curve
of 10 objects (trained and untrained). (B) Performance as a function

ining for two groups of 10 objects, of which one was trained in-between
nfidence intervals.
ning in th
o groups
errupted twice to train this monkey extensively on two new groups
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f 10 objects (periods TR2 and TR3 in Table 1, these periods
nvolved at least as much training trials as period TR1), and each
ecording period involved the most recently trained group of stim-
li as the “trained group.”

Two behavioral training periods in monkey 1A were done in
he contrast same/different task (periods TR4 and TR5 in Table 1),
gain with one group of 10 objects in each training period. These
0 objects were labeled as the “trained objects” for the following
ecording period. The objects were shown for 300 ms without a
ask in half of the trials during the training periods, in the other

rials the SOA was mostly 13 ms. The number of the trials with
hort SOA before the start of recordings in the contrast same/
ifferent task was at least as large as during the training periods
ith the masked same/different task (TR1-3). The timing param-
ters during recordings with the contrast same/different task were
hose of Fig. 10A, while during most of the training the fixation
nterval after the masked stimulus was 100 ms instead of 450 ms.

ecordings

t the start of each recording session, a guiding tube containing a
icro-electrode was inserted in the brain, and the electrode was

lowly lowered to IT cortex. We estimated the anatomical position
f each recording site from the position of the guiding tube in the
rid in the microdrive, the transitions of gray and white matter
ncountered when lowering the electrode, the depth at which
eurons were encountered relative to the depth of bone, and a
uperposition of anatomical MRI images and CT scans (with
uiding tubes positioned in the grid). The estimated location of
ecorded neurons ranged between 12 and 21 mm anterior to the
xternal auditory meatus.

We recorded the responses of single IT neurons in each
onkey while they were performing the masked same/different

ask (monkeys 1A, 1B, and 2A), the contrast same/different task
monkey 1A), and the fixation task (monkeys 2A and 2B). In the
asked same/different task, the recordings in monkeys 1A and 1B

ollowed an extensive training period with a group of 10 trained
bjects. Each monkey performed a few hundred trials of the
ame/different task using the trained objects as stimuli at the start
f each recording session to give the monkey even more training
ith these objects during the recordings. Stimulus-responsive
eurons were searched with two groups of 10 objects, one group
eing the trained objects. Objects were presented at long SOAs
275 ms) during this search test, and cells that appeared respon-
ive upon visual inspection of the histograms were tested further
t this SOA for at least six masked presentations of each stimulus
the full set of stimuli used during the search procedure). Further
esting was done with all objects presented at two shorter SOAs.
he longest SOA was always 150 ms, and the choice of the
hortest SOA depended on the performance of the monkey at the
nd of the behavioral training (13 ms for monkey 1A and 25 ms for
onkey 1B; a different SOA was chosen because in monkey 1A
erformance was almost 100% at SOA 25 ms and in monkey 1B
erformance was near chance level at SOA 13 ms).

All our tests included a high number of different stimuli be-
ause we did not select a few stimuli based on neuronal re-
ponses (e.g. the stimuli that elicited the strongest and weakest
esponses). With only a few stimuli, monkeys might switch strat-
gies and attend to a simple feature that is sufficient to discrimi-
ate the few stimuli. Our procedure avoids that the monkeys could
witch strategies, but it was not feasible to combine this high
umber of stimuli with a high number of SOAs, or to get a very
igh number of trials per stimulus/SOA combination. This pre-
ludes the acquisition of detailed neurometric curves (responses
s a function of SOA), or trial-by-trial analyses of correct versus

ncorrect trials.
We compared many different groups of 10 objects to minimize

priori differences between stimuli as a confounding factor. Fur-

hermore, each group of untrained objects was used for less than t
hree daily sessions on average to avoid that the objects would
ecome trained. Even on the first day of recording with a new
roup, the untrained objects were already presented to a monkey
ens of times before spikes were collected in a systematic test
ecause the search and isolation of single cells required some
ime. Thus, no recordings involved the first few presentations of a
ew object, and as such our untrained and relatively unfamiliar
bjects were not “novel” in an absolute sense. The recordings in
onkey 1A involved a comparison of 3�10 trained objects with
3�10 untrained objects (three groups of trained objects because
he recordings were interrupted twice to train this monkey inten-
ively on two new groups of objects, see above). The recordings
n monkey 1B involved a comparison of 1�10 trained objects with
�10 untrained objects.

In the contrast same/different task (monkey 1A), neurons
ere searched for with two groups of 10 objects, one group being

he objects that were used during the previous training period
recordings involved the comparison of 2�10 trained with 10�10
ntrained objects). Objects were presented at long SOAs (275
s) during the search test, and further testing was done with all

timuli presented at two different SOAs (13 ms and 150 ms). The
ifference in exposure/familiarity between trained and untrained
bjects was greater in the contrast same/different task compared
ith the masked same/different task (at least as many presenta-

ions of the trained objects during training, and less presentations
f the untrained objects during recordings because we omitted the
est with the longer SOA 275 ms; this SOA was only used during
earch).

In the passive fixation task, spikes were recorded until 200 ms
fter stimulus offset. Neurons were searched with one group of 10
bjects presented at long SOAs (275 ms), and responsive cells
ere tested further with these objects presented at two shorter
OAs (25 ms and 150 ms). In monkey 2B, cells that appeared to
e unresponsive to this one group of 10 objects were screened a
econd time with another group of 10 objects.

nalyses of neural responses

e focused on the responses to the masked stimuli in the test that
nterleaved a short and longer SOA. For each neuron we had at
east six trials for each stimulus at each SOA (average of 13 trials
er stimulus/SOA combination). All non-aborted trials were in-
luded in the analyses. In the active task conditions, monkeys had
o respond for the trial to be counted as non-aborted. We ranked
he 10 stimuli from each group according to net response strength
n the condition with SOA 150 ms. Net response was calculated by
ubtracting the baseline activity in the 200 ms before stimulus
nset from activity 60–260 ms after stimulus onset. This ranking
as used to select the best and the worst stimulus for each cell.
he same ranking was applied to the shorter SOA. This analysis
ssumes that neurons have similar preferences at different SOAs.
his was certainly true at the population level, and analyses of the
ata of shorter SOAs using a ranking based on the data at these
hort SOAs revealed similar results.

Analyses of object-specific training effects were performed on
ata that were corrected for the response latency of each individ-
al cell because previous work showed that the timing of stimulus
electivity during backward masking is locked to the response
nset of individual neurons (Kovacs et al., 1995). This latency was
etermined by a Poisson spike train analysis (Hanes et al., 1995)
f the responses to the best stimulus at 150 ms SOA in combi-
ation with a visual inspection of the histograms to eliminate false
larms. One measure of response latency was obtained for each
euron (so the same correction was done for trained and un-
rained objects). In the recorded population of neurons, the com-
uted latencies ranged from 60 ms to 180 ms (mean: 99 ms;
tandard deviation: 23). It is important to note that the training-
elated increase in object selectivity in monkey 1A as reported in

he Results section was not an artifact of a better latency correc-
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ion for trained objects because (i) similar effects were noted
ithout any latency correction, and (ii) we would expect the op-
osite, that is, worse latency correction for trained objects, since
or most neurons the object associated with strongest responses
the condition used for determining a neuron’s latency) was an
ntrained object (see Results).

Analyses of mask responses (object-independent training ef-
ects) were done on data aligned at stimulus onset. While Kovacs
t al. (1995) showed that the timing of stimulus selectivity is more
recise in data that are aligned at response onset, preliminary
nalyses of our data suggested that the opposite is true for the

iming of mask responses. For example, in population histograms
s those shown in Figs. 7–8, the onset time of the mask re-
ponses in untrained monkeys was most clear with data aligned at
timulus onset.

Population time histograms (e.g. Fig. 4) are based on normal-
zed responses. The absolute response (i.e. baseline firing rate
ot subtracted) of each cell to the best stimulus summed in the

nterval from 0 to 200 ms after response onset was normalized to
0 (average height of a 10 ms bin: 1.0). The same normalization
actor was used for the two stimulus groups, so differences in
esponse strength between trained and untrained objects would
e preserved. In addition, we constructed difference histograms
or each stimulus group by subtracting the histogram for the worst
timulus from the histogram for the best stimulus. Effects of train-
ng on these best-worst histograms and their dependence on “time
rom response onset” (Fig. 4B) were assessed by a repeated-
easures design with two within-neuron factors: trained vs. un-

rained, and time (20 bins in the interval 0–200 ms after response
nset).

We mention two selectivity indices in the Results section. The
= index is a variability-corrected measure of selectivity between
wo stimuli, and is computed as:

d′�(R(best)�R(worst)) ⁄ �((var(R(best))�var(R(worst))) ⁄ 2)

ith R(best) and R(worst) the responses to the best and worst
timulus, and var(R) the variance of these responses across trials.

The second selectivity index is the “depth of selectivity” (DOS;
ee Rainer and Miller, 2000):

DOS�(N�sum(R) ⁄ max(R)) ⁄ (N�1)

ith N the number of stimuli, sum(R) the sum of the N responses,
nd max(R) the maximum response out of N.

RESULTS

he neural correlates of object-specific learning

he initial aim of our experiments was to investigate the
eural correlates of object-specific training effects. Two
onkeys (1A and 1B) were trained with a particular set of

timuli, and we compared behavioral performance and
euronal responses after training for this trained set of
timuli and untrained sets of stimuli.

The monkeys performed a masked same/different task
n which they compared two objects of which the first was

asked (Fig. 1). The effect of SOA was measured for two
roups of 10 objects in each monkey. Before training, each
onkey performed above 90% correct at long SOAs (Fig.
A). The performance of monkey 1A was impaired for
OAs below 100 ms, although he was still able to do the

ask at around 65% correct at SOA 25 ms. Monkey 1B
howed a more pronounced effect of masking and needed

n SOA of 50 ms to perform around 65% correct. t
The monkeys were subsequently trained with one of
he two groups of 10 objects. Before training, there was no
ignificant difference between the two groups in perfor-
ance level (Fig. 2C), and in each monkey the to-be-

rained group was chosen to be the one with slightly worse
erformance pre-training. Monkey 1A was trained for 17
aily sessions (about 5000 masked presentations of each
bject) and monkey 1B for 52 sessions (more than 15,000
asked presentations of each object). During training, the
erformance of each monkey improved gradually (Fig. 2B).
he performance for these trained and highly familiar ob-

ects was compared after this training period with the per-
ormance for the group of untrained objects. The compar-
son of the 85% performance thresholds before and after
raining for the two groups of objects (Fig. 2C) revealed
hat only half of the training-related improvement for
rained objects in monkey 1A generalized to the untrained
bjects. In this monkey, the 85% threshold post-training
as significantly lower for trained than for untrained ob-

ects (P�0.01; bootstrapping test as described in Wich-
ann and Hill, 2001). Thus, as observed before in human

ubjects using a similar paradigm (Grill-Spector et al.,
000), the training in this animal resulted in a training effect
hat was partially object-specific. Monkey 1B showed also

large effect of training, but he did not reach the perfor-
ance level of monkey 1A (despite the longer training).
urthermore, the training effects in this monkey transferred
lmost completely to untrained objects, with no significant
ifference in behavioral threshold between trained and
ntrained objects after training (bootstrapping test;
�0.05). Thus, one monkey showed a difference in per-

ormance between trained and untrained objects, the other
onkey did not.

We investigated the neural correlates of these behav-
oral effects of training with single-unit recordings in IT
ortex (monkey 1A: 46 neurons; monkey 1B: 45 neurons).
ach neuron was tested with two groups of 10 objects, one

rained group and one untrained. The behavioral perfor-
ance during the recordings was similar to that in Fig. 2.
he performance at SOA 275 ms was above 98% for each
bject group in each monkey. Monkey 1A performed at a

evel of 84% and 69% correct at SOA 13 ms for trained and
ntrained objects respectively (difference significant ac-
ording to a bootstrapping test; P�0.001), while monkey
B performed at a level of 68% and 73% correct at SOA 25
s for trained and untrained objects, respectively. This

lightly albeit significantly (P�0.05) worse performance for
rained stimuli in monkey 1B might be related to the trained
bjects being slightly more difficult prior to training.

Fig. 3 shows the responses of one IT neuron to objects
t a short and longer SOA. This neuron responded selec-
ively at each SOA, preferring the same object at each
OA, but the duration and strength of the object-selective

esponse were much smaller at the short SOA. Kovacs et
l. (1995) showed before that the exact timing of the inter-
uption of the transient stimulus response by the mask
epends on a neuron’s response latency. So, we report the
esults of analyses after correcting for the response la-

ency of each individual neuron (see Experimental Proce-
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ures). Fig. 4 shows the population time histograms based
n normalized responses for the best and worst stimulus
onditions and best minus worst for trained and untrained
bjects, all aligned at response onset. Shortening the SOA
ad the same qualitative effect in each monkey for both

rained and untrained objects: the amount of object selec-
ivity was reduced as was the time interval during which
lear object-selective responses were present.

ig. 3. Peri-stimulus time histograms (bin width 20 ms) for a single IT
worst” object (bottom row) out of 10 objects. The gray box represents
as presented immediately after this interval and its offset time is sho

ig. 4. Normalized peri-response time population histograms for monk
nd the worst stimulus in each group of objects (trained and untrained

esponse onset. (B) Histograms for the difference between best and worst stimu

hiskers represent the standard error of the mean across neurons.
To what extent does this neural effect of SOA differ
etween trained and untrained stimuli? We investigated
he difference between best and worst stimuli as shown in
ig. 4B as a function of training (trained stimuli versus
ntrained stimuli) and time (repeated-measures analysis of
ariance (ANOVA); see Experimental Procedures). A main
ffect of training would indicate a difference in selectivity
or trained compared with untrained objects, and an inter-

from monkey 1B at two SOAs for the “best” object (top row) and the
interval during which the object was presented. The masking pattern
e gray striped line.

nd 1B in the masked same/different task. (A) Histograms for the best
rizontal line represents the average activity from 100 to 20 ms before
neuron
eys 1A a
). The ho
lus. The horizontal line represents zero difference. Bin width is 10 ms.
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ction between training and time would indicate that such
ifferences depend on the time from response onset. At

ong SOA, this analysis showed no significant main effect
f training (P�0.5), and no interaction between training
nd time for monkey 1A (P�0.4). A marginally significant
ain effect of training (stronger selectivity for untrained
bjects) was found for monkey 1B at long SOA (P�0.04),
ithout any interaction (P�0.3). At short SOAs, we found
significant interaction between training and time for mon-

ey 1A (P�0.005), mostly due to a significantly higher
electivity for familiar objects in the interval 0–50 ms after
esponse onset (P�0.02; normalized difference in re-
ponse between best and worst was 0.37, standard error
f the mean (S.E.M.) 0.06 for trained objects and 0.17,
.E.M. 0.05 for untrained objects). In monkey 1B, there
as a trend toward stronger selectivity for untrained ob-

ects (P�0.06), without an interaction between training and
ime (P�0.3). Thus, monkey 1A showed a strong and
ransient training-related increase in object selectivity at
he shortest SOA. In contrast, for monkey 1B object selec-
ivity tended to be slightly worse for trained objects than for
ntrained objects.

The transient training-related increase in selectivity at
hort SOA for the best versus the worst stimulus was
lso found in monkey 1A with d=, a measure of selectivity

hat takes into account response variance (for the interval

ig. 5. The average response during the masked same/different task a
esponse was calculated in the interval 0–150 ms and 0–50 ms after
epresent standard error of the mean across neurons.
–50 ms after response onset: for trained d=�1.01, r
.E.M.�0.17; for untrained d=�0.46, S.E.M.�0.11; differ-
nce between trained and untrained P�0.02). Further-
ore, the difference was not caused by a difference in

electivity between correct and incorrect trials. We found
imilar results when the analysis was restricted to correct
rials, which comprise 84% and 69% of the trials with
rained and untrained objects respectively (normalized dif-
erence in response between best and worst was 0.37,
.E.M. 0.06 for trained objects and 0.19, S.E.M. 0.05 for
ntrained objects; difference between trained and un-
rained significant at P�0.02).

All previous analyses focused on selectivity, and for
hat reason we showed normalized responses for the best
nd worst stimuli. In order to provide a broader picture of
ur results, Fig. 5 shows absolute, non-normalized re-
ponses for all stimuli in the initial, stimulus-selective part
f the responses (0–150 ms after response onset for SOA
50 ms and 0–50 ms for the short SOA). Plotting the data

n this new format confirms the difference between mon-
eys in the effect of training on selectivity at short SOA. In
articular, a repeated-measures analysis with two factors
rank and stimulus group: trained or untrained) revealed
hat the interaction between rank and stimulus group was
ignificant across neurons in monkey 1A (P�0.005), but
ot in monkey 1B (P�0.5).

In addition, the non-normalized absolute responses

on of stimulus rank for monkeys 1A and 1B in different SOAs. Average
e onset for SOA 150 ms and SOA 13/25 ms, respectively. Whiskers
s a functi
eveal that the absolute responses at the long SOA tended
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o be smaller for trained than for untrained objects. For
OA 150 ms, a repeated-measures analysis with two fac-

ors (rank and stimulus group: trained or untrained) re-
ealed a main effect of stimulus group in monkey 1B
P�0.001). This effect did not reach significance in mon-
ey 1A (P�0.10). The object associated with the strongest
esponse was an untrained object for 25 of 46 neurons
54%) in monkey 1A, and for 30 of 45 neurons (67%) in
onkey 1B. At a short SOA, the reduction in mean re-

ponses for trained compared with untrained objects was
till found for monkey 1B (P�0.001), but overall respon-
iveness was the same for the two object groups in mon-
ey 1A (P�0.5).

he neural correlates of object-independent learning

ur initial experiment was set up to investigate object-
pecific training effects, but the behavioral improvement
ue to training turned out to transfer to untrained objects

or the most part (Fig. 2). We wondered what neural
hanges might be associated with the large object-inde-
endent part of the behavioral improvement due to train-

ng. One striking aspect of the data from monkeys 1A and
B was the absence of clear responses to the mask pat-
erns. Kovacs et al. (1995) reported that object selectivity
as interrupted by a mask pattern. In addition, however,
any IT neurons were still responsive after this interrup-

ion because they responded to the mask patterns. In our
resent data, the surprising absence of mask responses in
onkeys 1A and 1B can be seen in the population histo-
rams for short SOAs in Fig. 4A. After a visual response of

ess than 100 ms, the responses fell back to a level close
o the baseline level of activity of before any visual re-
ponse appeared. The mask pattern that was on the
creen for more than 250 ms did not elicit a clear popula-

ig. 6. Peri-stimulus time histograms (bin width 20 ms) for a single IT
worst” object (bottom row) out of 10 objects. The gray box represents
as presented immediately after this interval and its offset time is sho
ion response. e
There are many differences between our experimental
ethods with monkeys 1A and 1B and the study by Ko-

acs et al. (1995) who worked with different stimuli and
asks (line patterns), and with passively fixating monkeys

hat received no training in backward masking. Thus, we
ecided to record in conditions more comparable to this
revious work but with the same stimuli as used for our
rained monkeys. We recorded the responses of IT neu-
ons to masked objects in two untrained, passively fixating
onkeys (monkey 2A: 63 cells; 2B: 53 cells). We com-
ared these data to our data obtained in the two exten-
ively trained monkeys while these monkeys were per-
orming the masked same/different task with one set of
rained objects and one set of untrained objects (monkey
A: 46 cells; 1B: 45 cells).

The object and mask responses of a single neuron in
he fixating animals are shown in Fig. 6. The data of this
ingle neuron showed strong responses to the presenta-
ion of an image of a butterfly at a longer SOA (150 ms),
ut not when an image of a truck was presented. However,
here was a response in both conditions to the mask pat-
ern (visible as a second bump in the time histogram of the
utterfly condition). At a short SOA, there was a short
ransient response to the butterfly, with no initial response
o the truck. However, as expected the shortening of the
OA shifted the mask response to an earlier time point.
his is again visible as a second bump in the butterfly
ondition. The shorter latency relative to stimulus onset of
he response in the truck condition with a shorter SOA
learly shows that this response is a mask response: it is

inked to mask onset but not stimulus onset.
Fig. 7 shows the peri-stimulus population histograms at

hort and long SOA for the best and worst stimulus con-
itions in each monkey. There was a very striking differ-

from monkey 2A at two SOAs for the “best” object (top row) and the
interval during which the object was presented. The masking pattern
e gray striped line.
neuron
nce between trained and untrained monkeys at the point
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n time at which most object selectivity has disappeared.
he average response, in particular for the worst stimuli,
eturned to a level near the baseline in trained monkeys,
hile it remained relatively high for untrained monkeys.
his indicates that the population of neurons in monkeys
A and 2B was responsive to the masking patterns, similar
o the results described by Kovacs et al. (1995).

We computed the net mask response of each neuron
rom the worst object condition at short SOA by subtracting
he baseline activity in the 200 ms before stimulus onset
rom the response in the interval 270–370 ms after stim-
lus onset (similar results were found using the later inter-
al 370–470 ms after stimulus onset). We decided to take
his relatively late interval (the mask onset is more than
40 ms before the start of this interval) to avoid any
timulus-related responses. The baseline activity did not
iffer systematically between trained monkeys (spikes/s,
ean�S.E.M.; 1A: 5.59�0.84; 1B: 7.87�1.13) and un-

rained monkeys (spikes/s, mean�S.E.M.; 2A: 6.77�0.82;
B: 5.56�0.61). In monkeys 1A and 1B, only 15 of 91
eurons (16%) showed a significantly positive net mask
esponse (P�0.05; tested per neuron with a t-test across
ll trials with the worst object condition at short SOA). In
onkeys 2A and 2B, 62 of 116 neurons (53%) showed

ignificant mask responses. The mean net mask response
as 1.3�0.5, 2.1�1.1, 9.5�2.1, and 8.7�1.2 spikes/s in
onkey 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B, respectively. The difference in

he net mask response between neurons from trained and
ntrained monkeys was strongly significant (independent
-test, P�0.001). The difference in the mask response
etween individual trained and untrained animals was sig-
ificant (P�0.01) for each of the four possible pairings of
he two trained and two untrained animals. Thus, unlike the

ig. 7. Normalized peri-stimulus time population histograms for each
timuli at SOA 150 ms are shown in blue, responses to the worst stim
see Experimental Procedures). The horizontal line represents the av

hiskers represent the standard error of the mean. The gray box rep
attern was presented immediately after this interval and its offset tim
bject-specific effect (see above), the difference in mask S
esponse was present in each animal. Interestingly, mask
esponses in the trained monkeys were as small when the
ask followed a trained and highly familiar object (mean
ask response: 1.7, S.E.M.�.6) as when the mask fol-

owed an untrained object (mean mask response: 1.7,
.E.M.�.6). These results suggest that training resulted in
trongly reduced responses to mask patterns in an object-

ndependent way.
This strong difference in mask responses was not re-

ated to a difference between trained and untrained mon-
eys in the amount of object selectivity at long SOA. We
uantified object selectivity by the DOS index (DOS; see
xperimental Procedures), and there was no consistent
ifference between trained and untrained monkeys in se-

ectivity (monkey 1A: DOS�.66; monkey 1B: DOS�.57;
onkey 2A: DOS�.61; monkey 2B: DOS�.49). Further-
ore, an ANCOVA (analysis of covariance) with training
s a between-neuron factor and DOS as a covariate re-
ealed a significant effect of training (P�0.001). Thus, the
ffect of training was still found when object selectivity was
ontrolled for statistically.

Trained monkeys performed a same/different task dur-
ng recordings, whereas the untrained monkeys were pas-
ively fixating. Was the difference in mask responses be-
ween these two groups of animals due to the difference in
ask? To answer this question, we recorded from 27 neu-
ons in monkey 2A while this monkey was performing the
asked same/different task. This monkey (that performed
bove 90% correct in a same/different task without masks)
eceived a few days of training with masked objects at a
ong SOA (275 ms; average performance 86% correct) to

ake sure that he followed the general task requirements
that is, to ignore the short mask). He was not trained at

at long SOA (A) and short SOA (B). Responses to the best out of 10
ed. Histograms are normalized to the best response at SOA 150 ms
tivity from 100 to 20 ms before stimulus onset. Bin width is 10 ms.

he time interval during which the object was presented. The masking
n by the gray striped line.
monkey
ulus in r
erage ac
OAs below 200 ms, explaining why his performance was
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ow during the recordings for intermediate and short SOAs
SOA 150 ms: 74%; SOA 25 ms: 54%). The data are
hown in Fig. 8. The mean mask response in the recorded
opulation of 27 neurons was 11.4 spikes/s (S.E.M.�2.3),
hich is significantly stronger than the mask response in
ach of the trained monkeys (independent t-test,
�0.001), but similar to those observed during the passive
xation task. Twelve out of 27 neurons (44%) showed
ignificant mask responses (P�0.05). Thus, we found ro-
ust mask responses in a monkey performing the masked
ame/different task without any extensive training with
asked objects (there was no difference in these results
etween correct and incorrect trials). The latter results also
emonstrate that the presence of strong mask responses

n the fixating, untrained animals is not due to any of the
ifferences between the fixation task and same/different
ask, such as the fact that monkeys were rewarded for
xation in the passive fixation task at stimulus offset
whereas the reward in the same/different task was only
elivered after the second stimulus).

An interesting aspect of our design is that the record-
ngs in monkey 2A with the masked same/different task
ere performed after all recording sessions (20 sessions)

n the passive fixation task. Thus, the finding of strong
ask responses in the active task condition does also

how that mask responses do not decline over time when
any mask images have been seen already on previous
ays. Further analyses also suggest that mask responses
ere unaffected by the relative familiarity of specific mask

mages. In these analyses, we divided all data in monkeys
A and 2B according to the relative familiarity of the mask

ig. 8. Normalized peri-stimulus time population histograms for mon-
ey 2A in the masked same/different task at SOA 150 ms (top panel)
nd SOA 25 ms (bottom panel). Conventions as in Fig. 7.
mage (first day that a mask was seen versus later days).
m
o

he average response to first-day masks was 7.6 spikes/s
S.E.M.�1.0), which is not different from the response of
.7 spikes/s (S.E.M.�1.5) to more familiar masks (inde-
endent t-test, P�0.23).

Since object-independent effects of training were in-
estigated by comparing different monkeys, we have to
ule out any systematic difference in the recording position
n IT cortex between trained and untrained monkeys. As
hown in the reconstruction of our recording positions in
he different monkeys in Fig. 9, the recordings in our
rained monkeys were in a range of positions covered by
he recording positions in untrained monkeys. Further-
ore, the relatively widespread recordings in the untrained
onkeys suggested that strong mask responses are found
cross the whole IT cortex with little relation between the
trength of mask responses and anterior/posterior, dorsal/
entral, and medial/lateral coordinates. There was a sub-
tantial range on each of these dimensions in monkey 2B.
his monkey showed strong mask responses in the 11
ost anterior neurons (9.2 spikes/s, S.E.M.�2.3) as well
s in the eight most posterior neurons (9.5 spikes/s,
.E.M.�4.7; difference in anteriority 6 mm); in the 22
eurons located in the lower bank of the superior temporal
ulcus (6.1 spikes/s, S.E.M.�1.7) as well as in the 26
eurons in ventral IT cortex (12.4 spikes/s, S.E.M.�1.6);
nd in ventral IT cortex in the 15 most lateral neurons (9.5
pikes/s, S.E.M. 2.0) as well as in the eight most medial
eurons near or in the anterior middle temporal sulcus
13.7, S.E.M. 2.5; average difference in laterality 3 mm).
here are some differences between these sub-popula-

ions, but most importantly each of these sub-populations
howed significantly stronger mask responses (P�0.01)
han found in the trained monkeys. This illustrates the
obustness of the difference between monkeys: it is seen
onsistently with smaller sub-populations of neurons, in-
ependently of the anatomical position of these neurons.
hus, we can exclude a different recording position as
ausing the difference in mask responses between trained
nd untrained monkeys.

ig. 9. Reconstruction of recording positions in IT cortex in the four

onkeys. Abbreviations: amts, anterior middle temporal sulcus; ots,
ccipito-temporal sulcus; sts, superior-temporal sulcus.
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eural responses to irrelevant masked objects

he reduction of mask responses could be the result of an
ctive, top-down inhibition of processing of the mask in
rder to avoid interference with the task-relevant object.
uch top-down inhibition would not be necessary when the
bject is no longer relevant for the task, so in that context
he reduction of mask responses might disappear.

We tested this possibility in 49 IT neurons in monkey
A in the contrast same/different task (Fig. 10). In this task,
he masked objects were irrelevant for task performance.
his monkey performed this new task in the training period

ig. 10. Contrast same/different task. (A) The task procedure. The
onkey had to compare the contrast of the two enlarged fixation spots.

B) Normalized peri-response time population histograms for the dif-
erence in response between best and worst stimulus in each group of
bjects (trained and untrained). The horizontal line represents zero
ifference. (C) Normalized peri-stimulus time population histograms
hat reveal the absence of mask responses. Conventions as in Fig. 7.
efore the recordings as well as during the recordings. t
hus, the “trained objects” were not only irrelevant during
ecordings but also in the training period (highly familiar,
ut never relevant). Note that in this task object and mask
ave the same behavioral status: both are irrelevant to the
ask but can interfere. If the response reduction for the
ask in the masked same/different task was caused by
ctive, top-down inhibition then this response reduction
ight disappear (if the inhibition is contingent upon the

elevance of the object), or a similar response reduction
ight occur for the objects (since they are as irrelevant as

he masks).
There was a similar absence of mask responses in the

ontrast same/different task (mean mask response: 2.8
pikes/s, S.E.M.�0.8) as in the masked same/different
ask (mean mask response: 1.2 spikes/s, S.E.M.�0.8),
nd these mask responses were significantly smaller than
he mask responses in the untrained monkeys (P�0.01).
nly 5 of 49 neurons (10%) showed significant mask re-

ponses (P�0.05). Note that the same neurons did re-
pond to the objects, thus the near absence of mask
esponses in both the contrast same/different task and the
asked same/different task is also clear when responses
re normalized relative to the object responses (see Fig. 7
nd Fig. 10C). In sum, near absence of mask responses
as also found in a previously mask-trained monkey that
as afterward trained for months in a task that required not
nly the monkey to ignore the masks, but also the preced-

ng object image.
Concerning object-specific training effects, the data

btained in the contrast same/different task showed the
ame effects of training on object responses as found in
he other trained monkey, monkey 1B, in the other task, the
asked same/different task. The best-worst histograms for

he short SOA revealed no interaction between training
nd time (P�0.2), as found for monkey 1B, but in contrast
o the data of monkey 1A in the masked same/different
ask. This was confirmed in a combined ANOVA on the
ata of monkey 1A from the two tasks at short SOA: there
as a significant three-way interaction between task, train-

ng, and time (P�0.05). Thus, the object-specific transient
ncrease in object selectivity was not found in the contrast
ame/different task.

elation between mask responses and “sustained”
bject selectivity

he reduction of the mask response of a particular neuron
ight increase the neuron’s potential to relay object infor-
ation without mask interference. This effect is very clear
t SOA 150 ms (Fig. 7A). During the late time interval that
as used to quantify mask responses (270–470 ms after
nset of the object image), neurons from the trained mon-
eys showed a strong “sustained” selectivity in the com-
arison of best and worst objects: the difference between
est and worst condition was 9.8 spikes/s (S.E.M.�1.7)
nd 8.2 spikes/s (S.E.M.�1.4) in monkeys 1A and 1B
espectively (strongly significant selectivity in each mon-
ey, P�0.0001). In the untrained, passively fixating mon-
eys, there was hardly any object selectivity in the same

ime interval: the difference between best and worst con-
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ition was 0.91 spikes/s (S.E.M.�0.9; P�0.33) and 2.5
pikes/s (S.E.M.�1.1; P�0.02) in monkeys 2A and 2B
espectively. However, the relation between the reduction
n mask responses and sustained object selectivity was not
ound at short SOA (Fig. 7B). Despite the near absence of
ask responses in trained monkeys, these monkeys

howed at most a weak sustained object selectivity at very
hort SOA: the difference between best and worst condi-
ion was 0.40 spikes/s (S.E.M.�0.7; P�0.3) and 1.8
pikes/s (S.E.M.�0.8; P�0.05) in monkeys 1A and 1B
espectively. In sum, training is associated with more sus-
ained object selectivity at longer SOAs, but this sustained
electivity is not consistently found at very short SOAs.

Furthermore, if the strength of mask responses and
ustained object selectivity would be related, then we
ould expect a correlation between the mask response of
neuron and its sustained object selectivity. We tested for

uch a correlation in the untrained monkeys, in which the
ecorded population of neurons showed a high diversity in
ask responses (no effects were seen for trained mon-

eys either). After subdividing this population in half ac-
ording to the strength of the mask response, we found no
ignificant difference in sustained object selectivity at SOA
50 ms (independent t-test, P�0.3) between neurons with

strong mask response (mean mask response: 17.4
pikes/s) and neurons with a weak mask response (mean
ask response: 0.9 spikes/s). Thus, our data provide no
vidence that sustained object selectivity and the strength
f mask responses are correlated properties of IT neurons.

DISCUSSION

e found that training in recognizing masked objects im-
roved monkeys’ recognition performance. A substantial
art of this training effect transferred to untrained objects.
he small object-specific component of training-related im-
rovements, found in only one monkey, was associated
ith a transient, object-specific increase in neuronal selec-

ivity. A comparison of trained and untrained monkeys
uggested that the strong object-independent behavioral
ffects were associated with a reduction of the response to
he irrelevant masking patterns. These object-independent
euronal effects were still found when a monkey, previ-
usly trained to ignore the mask but not the objects, was
etrained in a task in which both objects and masks were
rrelevant.

We initially designed our study to investigate object-
pecific training effects, based on previous human studies
hat reported that the effect of training in backward mask-
ng was mostly object-specific (Furmanski and Engel,
000; Grill-Spector et al., 2000). As far as we found evi-
ence for object-specific training effects in one of two
onkeys, it is tempting to conclude that these behavioral
ffects in the two species reflect similar neural changes.
rill-Spector et al. (2000) found a training-related increase

n functional activation in human object-selective cortex to
ackward-masked objects presented at a short SOA. How-
ver, the object-specific effect that we found at the neural
evel involved a change in object selectivity without a major s
ffect on response strength at short SOA, and in addition
his effect was very transient. It is doubtful that such a
mall and transient effect at the single-neuron level would
ive rise to a major change in the BOLD response as
easured by Grill-Spector et al. (2000).

Most importantly however, most of the behavioral ef-
ect of training in monkeys transferred to untrained objects.
ach monkey showed more transfer than any of the sub-

ects in previous human studies with similar training para-
igms (Furmanski and Engel, 2000; Grill-Spector et al.,
000). The discrepancy at the behavioral level makes it
ven more difficult to compare our results directly with
hose of Grill-Spector et al. (2000). With our current knowl-
dge, many factors might be responsible for the difference,

ncluding the design (e.g. different stimuli and task), the
pecies (monkeys versus human subjects), and the meth-
ds (functional imaging versus extra-cellular recording of
he spiking output of a selected sub-population of
eurons).

An additional difficulty is that the amount of transfer
as very different across monkeys. We do not know the
ause of these inter-individual differences in our limited
ample size (two trained monkeys). Human perceptual

earning studies have also reported large inter-individual
ifferences in performance level and in the specificity of

earning effects. These differences might be caused by
any factors, even unrelated to perceptual processes

Ahissar and Hochstein, 1996). In our study, monkey 1B
howed much larger effects of intermediate levels of back-
ard masking than monkey 1A (see Fig. 2A). There might
e a causal relationship between this difference in perfor-
ance and the fact that training effects in monkey 1B were

ess specific than in monkey 1A. A similar relationship
etween overall behavioral performance and specificity of
raining effects was suggested in another study of percep-
ual learning in macaque monkeys (Yang and Maunsell,
004).

We identified a neural change that might underlie the
arge part of the training effects that transferred to un-
rained objects: a strong reduction of the responses to
ask patterns in the recorded population of neurons (se-

ected to be responsive to the object images). One possi-
le interpretation is that this effect would reflect an active,
ttention-based suppression of the irrelevant masking
timulus while executing the task. However, two task ma-
ipulations suggest that the almost complete disappear-
nce of mask responses seemed to require a long-term
raining in recognizing an object presented in close tem-
oral proximity to the masking pattern that needed to be

gnored. First, this training had to be long-term because we
id not see a reduction of mask responses when a monkey
monkey 2A) performed the masked same/different task
ithout prior training in recognizing objects at very short
OAs (such effects were also absent at intermediate
OAs for which the monkey showed above-chance perfor-
ance). As such, these training effects have a different

ime course than the effects reported in a previous study in
entral IT cortex (Jagadeesh et al., 2001), in which it was

hown that one-session learning can suppress the re-
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ponses to irrelevant, non-rewarded distractor stimuli in a
iscrimination task. At least, training has to be more inten-
ive than what we did in that monkey (few days of training
t intermediate SOAs). Second, we found that once a
onkey was trained extensively in the “relevant object plus

rrelevant mask” task, the reduction in mask responses
as also present in the contrast same/different task, an
ttentionally demanding task for which neither the object
or the mask was relevant (as in the fixation task). Thus,
he reduction in mask responses not only requires long-
erm training, but once established, it remains present
fter training in another task with irrelevant objects. At

east, training in this new task would have to be longer than
few months in order to find strong mask responses. Each
f these task manipulations was done in only one monkey
a different one for each manipulation), but each of them
upports the conclusion that the mask responses are not
odulated easily by changing task demands.

Nevertheless, our data suggest that attentional pro-
esses might have an important role in the emergence of
he reduction of mask responses. If not, then the same
ffect would occur as a consequence of passive exposure

o the mask stimuli without any need to ignore or filter out
hese stimuli. It has been shown that passive exposure to
timuli leads to response reduction (Desimone, 1996;
ingo, 1996). Even though we regularly changed the mask
timuli, this reduction might generalize to the whole class
f mask stimuli once many individual exemplars have been
resented. However, if passive exposure were important,
hen it would also affect mask responses in untrained
onkeys when they have passively viewed many mask

timuli. This is not what we found: The control experiment
n monkey 2A in the masked same/different task was per-
ormed after all of the recordings in passive viewing. Nev-
rtheless, there was no tendency toward weaker mask
esponses in this control experiment. Thus, even though
e need further experiments to determine the exact role of
ttentional and task-related processes for the emergence
f the reduction of mask responses, the present data sug-
est that this reduction does not occur as a consequence
f passive exposure. In addition, there are other unan-
wered questions about the reduction in mask responses.
or example, we did not investigate the time course of this
ffect as a function of the length of the training interval, and
e do not know how the reduction in mask responses
eneralizes to different sorts of mask stimuli, that is, how
ask-specific the effect is.

Together, the present findings reveal how the visual
ystem learns to optimize its processing of very transient
nd masked visual input, far beyond the general ability in

ast object recognition and categorization in naïve, un-
rained primates (Kovacs et al., 1995; Rieger et al., 2005;
acon-Macé et al., 2005). A remaining question is to what
xtent the effects are specific to the backward masking
aradigm, that is, would the same effects be found with
nother perceptual learning paradigm? At a general level,
e always expect visual training to result in a more opti-
ized processing of the relevant aspects of the visual
nput. In our results with the backward masking paradigm,
his is reflected by an object-specific increase of selectivity
or the relevant objects in one monkey, together with an
verall reduction of mask responses. Each of these train-

ng effects makes the response to the object plus mask
ombination more driven by the relevant object and less by
he irrelevant mask. However, the sort of learning-induced
eural changes might depend on how visual processing is
hallenged during the training period. The specific chal-

enge posed by the backward masking paradigm is that
bjects are only presented for a very short time, and after
hat (during the mask presentation), no useful information
s left on the screen, but instead the mask can interfere
ith stimulus processing. The visual system can increase

he time window available for processing the relevant ob-
ect by shutting down the discrepant new input (the mask)
nd re-iterating the signal from the presented objects.
ecent psychophysical and neurophysiological work (Di
ollo et al., 2000; Enns and Di Lollo, 2002; Lamme et al.,
002; Rieger et al., 2005) has suggested that it is exactly
his kind of re-entrant processing that is disrupted by mask-
ng, and our results reveal how visual processing can be
uned through an extensive training period in order to
ecrease the amount of interference of the mask on the
rocessing of the object. Other perceptual learning para-
igms, such as adding noise to object images (Rainer et
l., 2004) pose other challenges to the visual system, and
s such the way in which the processing of relevant infor-
ation is optimized is expected to be different.

CONCLUSION

n conclusion, our results suggest that training in backward
asking is associated with a marked decrease in mask

esponses, in addition to a transient object-specific in-
rease in object selectivity at short SOA in one monkey.
hese new results reveal how the visual system deals with

he specific constraints of a perceptual learning paradigm,
uch as backward masking, in order to enhance the pro-
essing of degraded but relevant objects and to suppress
he processing of salient but irrelevant stimuli.
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